
Intelligent Capture 
for Transcripts Plus

Where does the successful student journey begin? The path to 

graduation doesn’t start the first day of classes or even at freshman 

orientation, but rather during the application process, when your 

admissions team is making crucial decisions about individual students 

that have long-term effects on the entire institution. But does Admissions 

have all the data they need to shape a successful class? 

High school coursework data is critical for targeting and recruiting the 

best-fit students for your program—students who will thrive at your 

institution because you’ve taken a close look at their coursework and 

recommended the right class levels. Until now, extracting high school 

coursework has been a time-consuming data entry process that many 

institutions simply don’t have the manpower to handle. Instead, they’ve 

extracted header data and manually counted high school classes to give 

the green light, burying data in paper folders so it’s been unavailable for 

department heads to use in high-level trend analysis. 

With the release of Intelligent Capture for Transcripts Plus, the industry’s 

first high school coursework extraction engine, you can effortlessly 

identify best-fit prospects, predict student success rates and arm 

academic advisors with insight to potential student challenges. And 

because the solution automatically delivers high school coursework 

information to your admissions processes, prospective students get 

responses in days instead of weeks or months, making your institution 

more attractive to the right candidates.

A closer look

Intelligent Capture for Transcripts Plus is a template-free 

extraction engine that accurately captures high school 

coursework data from high school transcripts, regardless 

of layout. A companion product to Intelligent Capture 

for Transcripts (required for ICT Plus), ICT Plus not only 

validates the extracted data, but automatically routes 

it through your student information system for an ultra-

efficient workflow. For the first time, you’ll have a powerful 

set of data that, plugged into your own analytical tools, will

 } Help admissions professionals better target and recruit 

the best-fit students in best-fit program placements

 } Provide access to the entire student record at the  

point of receipt

 } Empower institutions with data that can provide 

greater insights to the potential for student success 

In addition, ICT Plus can be customized to

 } Automatically calculate a weighted GPA according to 

your institution’s rules engine

 } Validate self-reported data from students without 

manual efforts

 } Give early insight into “shape of the class” needs, 

allowing your institution to proactively manage  

faculty hires
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Intelligent Capture for Transcripts Plus in action

1. Jenny, a student worker, logs into Intelligent Capture for Transcripts 

Plus and opens a list of scanned and processed high school transcripts. 

From the batch of diverse images, the system points Jenny to a specific 

transcript where an unfamiliar course needs verification in order to 

move through the weighted GPA process, a powerful and time-saving 

customization her institution has created in ICT Plus. 

2. Jenny verifies the course, and the high school transcripts are 

automatically loaded to the student information system. Coursework 

data is available to review in a fraction of the time, with weighted GPAs 

automatically calculated to the school’s requirements.

3. Admissions counselors can use now-accessible high school coursework 

data to provide faster responses during the admittance process and 

better advise students.

4. VP level staff apply the raw data to their institution’s defined student 

success factors to understand high-level trends of success and use those 

to reshape and refine the admittance and enrollment criteria and process.
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